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Abstract. The purpose of this study is to identify and examine 
maximum-size polysemy clusters in semantic hierarchies of eleven 
wordnets that are included in Open Multilingual Wordnet. The clusters 
are extracted from both the super-subordinate hierarchies of the noun 
(IS-A) and the hierarchies of the verb (MANNER-OF). We focus on the 
substructures of semantic hierarchies that display vertical polysemy 
relationships (i.e. clusters containing words with the same spelling 
in their vertices). Besides the maximum-size polysemy clusters, the 
number of vertical polysemy relationships and the PoS distribution in 
these relations are examined. The findings of this study suggest that 
large polysemy clusters may indicate potential problems like in accurate 
identification of a word’s meaning in an NLP task. The algorithm detect-
ing maximal clusters of polysemy has the potential to be applied to 
other wordnets than those focused on in this study. The analysis in this 
article is the first step in large-size polysemy clusters studies. We expect 
that polysemy clusters will help to evaluate the state of the wordnets’ 
semantic hierarchies and to assess the suitability of these structures 
as background knowledge for solving NLP tasks.*

Keywords: vertical polysemy, polysemy patterns, semantic hierar-
chies, wordnet

1. Introduction

Every technical resource that attempts to model the semantic structures represented 
by natural language must deal with polysemy. The system of handling polysemy 
is an important aspect to assess while evaluating the quality of a lexical resource. 

* This work was supported by Estonian Research Council grant PSG227. We are thankful to the anonymous referees 
for their valuable comments on this article.
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For example, it is essential for the compilers of a lexical resource to search for the 
potential errors and internal inhomogeneity in order to improve the quality of a 
resource (Lohk 2015).

One of such resources is the lexical database Wordnet (Fellbaum 1998). The 
first wordnet (Princeton WordNet) was released in 1991. According to the website 
of the Global Wordnet Association, there are wordnet applications available for 
more than 60 languages now.1 Wordnet enjoys several advantages, which originate 
from its specific design: it is a machine-readable dictionary with definitions and 
examples of concepts, and, at the same time, it is a network of concepts connected 
by semantic relations (Fellbaum 1998). It enables one to figure out the semantic 
distance of certain concepts (in terms of word senses) in the network. Similarly, 
a search for “vertical” and “horizontal” neighbors is possible (i.e. sub- and super-
concepts and synonyms, respectively). Such lexical-semantic background knowledge 
is a valuable base for solving various NLP tasks, in particular for tasks that require 
semantic analysis (e.g. word sense disambiguation).

However, a wordnet is not a hundred-percent flawless solution for defining 
and describing the semantic network of senses and their relationships. One of the 
problems that can complicate the use of wordnets is lexical polysemy that occurs in 
its semantic hierarchies (Freihat et al. 2013, Mihalcea 2003). For example, identi-
fying a lemma as being situated on multiple levels of semantic hierarchy would be 
misleading for the purpose of NLP tasks where sense disambiguation is needed. The 
meaning of two words with the same spelling can be indistinguishable if they have 
a near surrounding in the semantic hierarchy of the wordnet. The problem is even 
more acute when the concentration of words with the same spelling in the semantic 
hierarchy of the wordnet is high or even very high (e.g., 5–20). Such a situation may 
occur in cases where a polysemous word is its own hypernym (as e.g. dog mean-
ing ‘canine’ and in addition ‘male canine’, a more specific sense contrasting with 
bitch). This phenomenon is defined as auto-hyponymy, auto-troponymy or vertical 
polysemy (Koskela 2011, Fellbaum 2002). In this article, we use the term vertical 
polysemy (for discussion on the terminology, see Cruse 2000, Koskela 2005).

The vertical polysemy relationships in the semantic hierarchies of wordnets 
have been studied mostly from the viewpoint of searching for a criterion for group-
ing meanings (Pociello et al. 2011, Pedersen 2018), and with the purpose to reduce 
polysemy (i.e. reducing the number of terms for their coarser distinction) (Mihalcea 
2003). The general specifics of vertical polysemy structures are described also in 
(Lohk et al. 2019). 

In this article, we will study the possible substructures of semantic hierarchies 
in different wordnets that can only be formed by vertical polysemy. Hereby, our pur-
pose is to find the maximal-size polysemy clusters in eleven wordnets and visualize 
the largest ones. We expect that larger polysemy clusters will allow us to evaluate 
the state of semantic hierarchies in terms of polysemy and the suitability of those 
clusters as background knowledge for solving NLP tasks. We also mathematically 
formulate a polysemy cluster detection algorithm and analyze the distribution of 
PoSs forming the largest polysemy patterns.

For the detection of potentially too large or too complex structures formed by 
vertical polysemy, we apply an algorithm onto eleven different wordnets. In order 

1 http://globalwordnet.org/resources/wordnets-in-the-world (10.2.2021).
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to reveal information about their condition in respect to the clusters of vertical poly-
semy, we utilize the advantage that the wordnets of different languages published 
on the Open Multilingual Wordnet (OMW) (Bond, Paik 2013, Bond, Foster 2013) 
website share the same format for presenting the data.

This explorative analysis is the first step in maximum-size polysemy cluster 
studies. The clusters found in this article are especially bene ficial for wordnet 
developers and users, enabling them to discover the polysemy clusters caused by 
vertical polysemy. 

The article is organized as follows: In Section 2, we give the background to 
the study. The algorithm is described in Section 3. The maximum-size polysemy 
clusters retrieved by the algorithm, the types and amount of vertical polysemy 
patterns, and the PoS distribution in these polysemic relations will be discussed 
in Section 4. The results are discussed, and the article is concluded, in Section 5. 
In the Appendix, we present the largest visualized polysemy clusters found by the 
algorithm in wordnets for German, Estonian, Finnish, Irish, Chinese, Japanese, 
Dutch, Portuguese,  Polish, English, and Turkish.

2. The basics of the theory

No handbook of (lexical) semantics can avoid the notions of polysemy, homonymy 
and synonymy (Lyons 1995, Cruse 2000, Saeed 2001, Pajusalu 2009). The terms 
designate different combinations of word forms with their meanings in terms of 
one-to-many/many-to-one relationships. A single word form expressing several 
related meanings is a case of polysemy (Fellbaum 2015). It is a case of multiple 
reference: one and the same linguistic form refers to multiple concepts. As such, it 
is a classical one-to-many relationship. The meanings must be semantically related 
(e.g. table ‘a piece of furniture’ and ‘a set of facts or figures displayed’. It is claimed 
that there is twice as much polysemy (at the lexical level) among verbs as among 
nouns (Fellbaum 1998). The situation of classical polysemy is depicted in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Classical polysemy: one linguistic 
form (F) refers to different but related 
meanings/concepts (C)

Polysemy used to be strictly distinguished from homonymy, which is a similar 
situation, except that the meanings are not expected to be related (e.g. bank ‘river 
bank’ and ‘financial institution’). In recent years, however, the distinction line 
between polysemy and homonymy is no longer drawn. Even the two meanings of 
bank have been traced back to the same etymological root (Fellbaum 2015). Both 
polysemy and homonymy are instances of a broader category of lexical ambiguity.
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The central notion of this study – vertical polysemy – can only be explained in 
relation to hierarchically organized knowledge systems like wordnets. A wordnet is a 
hierarchical network of concepts paired with their linguistic expressions (Figure 2). 
A single concept is not only linked to other concepts by specific semantic relations 
(such as hyponymy, meronymy etc.) but is also linked to a (set of) lemma(s) by a 
general relation of reference. This set of lemmas is called a synset.

Figure 2. A fragment of the general 
structure of wordnet (ovals = concepts, 
rectangles = synsets)

Vertical polysemy is a situation where the same word form refers to concepts that 
occupy positions on different levels of the hierarchy (Figure 3). Vertical polysemy 
is also a one-to-many relationship by nature. It looks a little more complicated, 
however, because the word forms rarely stand alone as synsets. Usually, a verti-
cally polysemous word form is one of many members in a synset. The members 
of a synset stand in a lexical relation of synonymy, which is a many-to-one rela-
tion (many forms for the same meaning (concept)). This does not mean, however, 
that vertical polysemy applies to all members of a synset. Vertical polysemy is 
a feature of a particular word/lexeme, which has both broader and narrower or 
more specific meanings. In the structure of a wordnet, vertical polysemy means 
in practice that a word form appears as a member of synsets at different locations 
in the conceptual hierarchy.

Figure 3. Vertical polysemy
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As mentioned in the introduction, the notion of vertical polysemy refers to a lexical 
relationship where a term occurs in the entry of both a subordinate and a super-
ordinate concept at the same time, indicating broader and narrower meaning of 
a concept (Koskela 2011). In wordnet formalism, there is the characteristic IS-A 
relation between these two levels in the case of nouns and the IS-A / MANNER-OF 
relation in the case of verbs.

3. The basics of the patterns: previous work

Previous work in relation to vertical polysemy (by using the terms auto-hyponymy 
and auto-troponymy) aimed to find sense clusters of polysemous words (Peters et al. 
1998, Lin et al. 2002) and reduce the structures caused by polysemy in the semantic 
hierarchy of wordnets in order to transform the word senses from  fine-grained ones 
to coarse-grained ones (Mihalcea 2003).

In the present study, we search the wordnets for structures similar to basic 
polysemic patterns (as elementary polysemy structures) (introduced by Lin et al. 
2002). These patterns subsume cases where two or more synsets contain the same 
term and, at the same time, the synsets are related to each other in the semantic 
network. The basic patterns are called sisters, twins, child, chain, and triangle; 
the three last ones display vertical polysemy. In those cases, the same word form 
occurs both on the subordinate and superordinate level of the semantic hierarchy. 
Practically, this covers the cases where the same word is used in both a general and 
a more specific meaning(s). The child, chain and triangle patterns are illustrated 
in Figures 4–6. The illustrations have been extracted from the hierarchies of verbs 
and nouns in Princeton WordNet (Lohk 2015). In our explorative study, we search 
for more patterns implying the relation of vertical polysemy.

Figure 4. Child is a 
pattern where the 
same term occurs 
in a synset and its 
superordinate synset

Figure 5. Chain is a pattern where 
the same word form appears in 
sub- and superordinate synsets for 
three or more times, sequentially

Figure 6. Triangle is a pattern 
where the same term appears 
simultaneously in three 
synsets: in two co-hyponym 
synsets and their superordinate 
synset
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4. Algorithm

The core idea of the algorithm is to find all pairs of synsets that are adjacent to each 
other in a wordnet and share at least one lemma. After finding such pairs, we will 
test if they are directly connected to any other such pair in Wordnet. By connecting 
pairs of synsets, we find patterns of polysemy.

4.1. Algorithm description

A wordnet contains a set of synsets W, set of senses S, and a set of lemmas L. For 
each sense s ��S there is exactly one corresponding synset w ��W which in turn 
contains one or more lemmas l ��L. All lemmas of a synset wi are in Lwi ��L. There-
fore, each sense s is represented by one or more lemmas. Each lemma has one or 
more senses and therefore may belong to one or more synsets.

All synsets in W form a directed graph G which represents a semantic hierarchy 
of senses. Each synset w is a vertex in G and the edges represent either an IS-A or 
a MANNER-OF relationship.

Step 1. Find a set P of all possible pairs of synsets p ��P : p = (w1, w2) where 
w1 and w2 are adjacent to each other in G and contain the same lemma lp such that 
lp ��Lw1 /�lp ��Lw2. So, each synset pair p has a common lemma lp.

Step 2. Find all subsets Pi ��P that share a common lemma. For this, define 
an equivalence relation p1 a p2 ��lp1 = lp2.

Step 3. From each subset Pi from Step 2 extract all synsets from each pj ��Pi : pj = 
(wj1, wj2) into Ui. From each Ui remove duplicate synsets, so all wj ��Ui are unique.

Step 4. For each Ui extract a subgraph Ci from a semantic hierarchy graph G 
such that Ci contains only the vertices wj ��Ui, and the set of edges Ei between them.

Step 5. View Ci as an undirected graph and extract all connected components. 
Output these components for visualization.

4.2. Trivial algorithm

While the algorithm 
described in previous sec-
tion is a preferred approach 
as it traverses the full graph 
G only once for Step 1 and is 
therefore faster, we will also 
present a trivial version, 
which is easier to under-
stand and implement. It 
uses the same notation as 
in the full algorithm.
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5. Polysemy structures in wordnets

We applied the algorithm onto the 11 wordnets available on the Open Multilingual 
Wordnet website. The algorithm retrieved all the patterns that matched the set 
criteria. As a result, we discovered novel shapes of related items besides the basic 
patterns of vertical polysemy (child, chain, and triangle) mentioned above ( Figures 
4–6). These patterns, though not completely new in nature, have not yet been 
reflected in the context of vertical polysemy. The patterns are labelled multiple 
heritance, shortcut, and shortcut with cycle.

The next figures (Figures 7–11) originate from four different wordnets. Every 
node label contains only the term common in all nodes of its substructure and syn-
onym set ID. The most basic structure here is the pattern of polysemy with multiple 
inheritance (Figure 7). The next one (Figure 8) is known as a shortcut. Here, it 
seems that one additional link is added to the multiple inheritance structure. The 
next two (Figures 9–10) are shortcut structures with an additional connection that 
causes the cycle. In Figure 11, purely two shortcut structures are together with an 
additional link that again causes the cycle.

Figure 7. Pattern of multiple inheritance 
caused by vertical polysemy. Example of 
German farbe ‘color’ from Odenet

Figure 8. Pattern of shortcut caused by vertical 
polysemy. Example of Chinese ྚ ‘eat’ from Chinese 
Open WordNet

Figure 9. Shortcut structure with a cycle. The 
example of Gaelic ith ‘eat’ from Gaelic Wordnet

Figure 10. Shortcut structure with a cycle. The 
example of Dutch unie ‘union’ from Open Dutch 
Wordnet
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Figure 11. Two shortcut structures with a 
cycle. The example of Dutch arbeider ‘worker’ 
from Open Dutch Wordnet

Table 1 presents the vertical polysemy relations in the 11 selected wordnets in 
alphabetical order (according to the name). We restrict our overview to the rela-
tions of nouns and verbs. In particular columns, three of the most extreme values 
are presented in bold font.

The second column in Table 1 includes the data on hyponymy relations in 
each wordnet as a basis for comparison. The third column includes the number 
of relations of vertical polysemy. The relative frequency of vertical polysemy as 
compared to hyponymy is presented on diagram in Figure 12. The statistics reveal 
the highest relative prominence of vertical polysemy in Irish LSG and the second 
highest in Finnish FinWN. 

Figure 12. Proportions of hyponymy 
relations associated with vertical 
polysemy (%, the abbreviations 
are explained in Table 1)

In the fourth column, the distribution of vertically polysemous relations across the 
PoS is presented. There is a trend that nouns prevail in the polysemic relations, 
except for the Polish plWN-eng. The fifth column presents the number of clusters, 
and the sixth their distribution across PoS. The proportions are similar to those of 
polysemic relations, except for the Japanese NTU-JPN. In the latter case we see a 
more balanced noun to verb ratio. The seventh column provides statistics about 
the number of extended clusters of vertical polysemy. We set the baseline at five 
relations. The Finnish, Chinese and Irish wordnets include the largest numbers of 
such clusters. 

It is characteristic that the patterns of polysemy combine and create complex 
clusters whose size can extend up to 20 relations. We present the largest clusters 
of each wordnet in the Appendix (see Figures 13–23). When there are multiple 
clusters sharing the same maximum size, only one is presented as an illustration. 
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Table 1. Statistical indicators related to vertical polysemy and polysemy structures 

(1) 
Wordnet

(2)
Relations of 
hyponymy 

(only nouns 
and verbs)

(3)
Relations of 

hyponymy in 
connection to 

VP (vertical 
polysemy)

(4)
Distribution of 
PoS-s among 
the relations 

of VP

(5)
Nr of 

polysemy 
clusters (only 

nouns and 
verbs)

(6)
Distribution 

of PoS-s 
among the 

clusters

(7)
Nr of 

clusters 
>=5

Odenet 
(German)

1 524 42
n : 42 (85,7%)
v : 7 (14,3%) 

47
n : 42 
(89,4%)
v : 5 (10,6%)

0

EstWN 
(Estonian)

79 711 254
n : 191 (72%)
v : 74 (28%)

227

n : 164 
(72,2%)
v : 63 
(27,7%)

3

FinWN 
(Finnish)

91 879 10281
n : 8044 (69,8%)
v : 3485 (30,2%)

7478

n : 5570 
(74,5 %)
v : 1908 
(25,5%)

435

LSG 
(Irish)

19 117 4062
n : 4711 (73%)
v : 1713 (27%)

4752

n : 3570 
(75,1%)
v : 1182 
(24,9%)

118

NTU-CMN 
(Chinese)

89 371 9806
n : 9799 (75%)
v : 3312 (25%)

9313

n : 7212 
(77,4%)
v : 2101 
(22,6%)

336

NTU-JPN 
(Japanese)

89 371 3544
n : 4611 (92%)
v : 385 (8%)

6704

n : 3824 
(57,0%)
v : 2880 
(43,0%)

104

ODWN 
(Dutch)

102 789 1814
n : 3134 (84%)
v : 600 (16%)

2176

n : 1832 
(84,2%)
v : 344 
(15,8%)

6

OWN-PT 
(Portuguese)

8 577 4 n : 4 (100%) 4 n : 4 (100%) 0

plWN 
(Polish)

167 463 1743
n : 1190 (78%)
v : 301 (22%)

1357

n : 1089 
(80,3%)
v : 268 
(19,7%)

9

plWN-eng 
(English)

97 596 352
n : 88 (23%)
v : 292 (77%)

355

n : 84 
(23,7%)
v : 271 
(76,3%)

1

TrWN 
(Turkish)

4 647 9
n : 9 (90%)
v : 1 (10%)

11
n : 10 (90,9)
v : 1 (9,1%)

0
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6. Discussion 

The algorithm enabled us to detect some novel patterns of vertical polysemy – 
multiple inheritance, shortcut (with cycle) –, which contribute to the ones known 
previously as child and chain (Lin 2002). 

The distribution along PoS demonstrated that nouns prevail in polysemic rela-
tions (the proportion being ca 75–90%), in general, except for the Polish plWN-
eng, which demonstrates an inverse proportion. This is an interesting finding, 
considering that it is claimed that there is twice as much polysemy (at the lexical 
level) among verbs as among nouns (Fellbaum 1998). The comparison of wordnets 
demonstrated that this claim may well hold true for English but its validity about 
for other languages has yet to be proved. It is also noteworthy that the Polish plWN 
shows an exceptionally large amount of vertical polysemy among adjectival rela-
tionships (in total 259 cases), while PoSs other than nouns and verbs are generally 
rather marginal in this sample of wordnets considering vertical polysemy.

Two wordnets – the Chinese NTU-CMN and the Japanese NTU-JPN – show an 
identical number of hyponymy relations (because they were developed in parallel), 
while the proportion of their vertical polysemy varies dramatically. Chinese shows 
a stronger tendency for vertical polysemy than Japanese does. 

Another pair with a close number of hyponym relations is the Finnish FinWN 
and the Polish plWN-eng. This is because the Finnish FinWN has been compiled by 
translating the Polish PWN with the help of professional translators. However, the 
amount of vertical polysemy in the Finnish wordnet is much higher. Apparently, 
there is a tendency to use the same terms in both broad and narrow meanings in 
Finnish.

There are some objective reasons for the patterns of vertical polysemy and 
the extended clusters to occur. Many of the structures are caused by the economy 
principle of languages (i.e. general meaning is transferred to a more specific 
meaning or to a domain of terminology). Yet another reason for their emergence 
results from the subjective choices of the lexicographers (e.g. whether to present 
the two related meanings as a configuration of a sister structure or as two children 
instead). A third possible reason emerges from practical work. In some cases, the 
material for a wordnet is acquired, at least partly, by translating another wordnet 
and mapping its relations, as is the case with the Finnish wordnet. In such a case, 
the synsets contain material that originates in the “logic” of two languages and some 
redundancy and redundant complexity is only to be expected.

The wordnets can be compared in respect of the wealth of the structures of 
vertical polysemy and maximal size clusters. The biggest proportion of vertical 
polysemy occurs in the Irish LSG, and the largest clusters in the Polish plWN-eng, 
the Chinese NTU-CMN and the Finnish FinWN. One must consider that wordnets 
with a higher proportion of such structures might have disadvantages in supporting 
NLP tasks where sense disambiguation is required. We suggest that the primary 
goal for developers should be to eliminate the cycles, in particular, but also the 
shortcuts need reconsideration as a violation of the economy principle (two concepts 
are connected both directly and indirectly). However, more research is needed in 
order to determine the optimal tolerance rate of a wordnet for vertical polysemy 
and maximum size clusters. 
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7. Conclusion

The study of polysemy occurring in the semantic hierarchies of wordnets reveals one 
of the central problems which needs to be considered in the case of distinctive NLP 
tasks that require semantic analysis. The developed algorithm captures the vertically 
polysemic structures in the 11 wordnets uploaded to Open Multilingual Wordnet. 
We were also able to find the extended patterns that occur in the wordnets and to 
provide comparative statistics. Besides the maximum-size polysemy clusters, also 
the number of vertical polysemy relationships and the PoS distribution in polysemic 
relations were examined. The analysis showed that at least in the studied wordnets, 
most cases of vertical polysemy relations are related to nouns, whereas the largest 
clusters are formed around verbs. 

In the future perspective, the goal of the analysis of large polysemy clusters 
is to develop a way to detect possible errors in the semantic network and possibly 
an application that can be used for any other wordnet. We are planning to study 
these large polysemy clusters from three perspectives: single-member synonym 
sets, the existence of synonym sets’ definitions, and the semantic similarity of 
definitions.
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Appendix. The maximum-size clusters 
of polysemy in 11 wordnets2

Figure 13. The largest polysemy structure in Polish wordnet (plWordNet). Lexical unit dojść

Figure 14. The largest polysemy structure in 
German wordnet. Lexical unit zuhören

Figure 15. The largest polysemy structure in 
Turkish wordnet. Lexical unit akım

1  {call for, request, bespeak, quest}
2  {claim} – ask for legally or make a legal claim to, as of 
debts, for example
3  {demand} – request urgently and forcefull
4  {claim, arrogate, lay claim} – ask to be informed of
5  {demand} – ask to be informed of
6  {demand, exact}
7  {expect, require, ask}
8  {call, call in}

Figure 16. The largest polysemy structure of Japanese wordnet. Lexical unit せồ+ࡍ

2 Node numbering has been used for larger patterns of polysemy (> 7). In this case, the nodes are labeled with the 
English equivalent terms from the Princeton wordnet.
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1  {connect, link, tie, link up}
2  {attach} – cause to be attached
3  {join, bring together}
4  {hitch} – a connection between a vehicle 

and the load that it pulls
5  {fasten, fix, secure}
6  {tether} – tie with a tether
7  {clip} – attach with a clip
8  {connect} – join by means of 

communication equipment
9  {match, couple, pair, mate, twin}
10  {tie, bind} 
11  {picket} – fasten with a picket
12  {anchor, ground} 
13  {button} – fasten with buttons
14  {buckle, clasp}
15  {rope, leash}
16  {strap} – tie with a strap
17  {lash} – bind with a rope, chain, or cord
18  {lace, lace up} – draw through eyes or 

holes
Figure 17. The largest polysemy structure of Irish wordnet. 
Lexical unit ceangail

Figure 18. The largest pattern of polysemy in 
Portuguese wordnet. Lexical unit morte

Figure 19. The largest polysemy structure of 
Estonian Wordnet. Lexical unit galerii ‘gallery’

Figure 20. The largest polysemy structure in Princeton WordNet. 
Lexical unit make
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1  {remove, take, take away}
2  {take away, take out}
3  {delete, cancel}
4  {wipe off, wipe away}
5  {extirpate, excise}
6  {eliminate} – remove (an unknown 

variable) from two or more equations
7  {pull} – take away
8  {clean, strip}
9  {bur, burr}
10  {tusk, detusk}
11  {expectorate, clear out, drive out}
12  {ablate} – remove an organ or bodily 

structure
13  {stem} – remove the stem from
14  {harvest} – remove from the culture or ...
15  {draw off, pull off, draw away}
16  {unburden, disburden}
17  {strip} – remove a constituent from a 

liquid
18  {delete, erase}
19  {obliterate, kill, wipe out}
20  {strike, excise, expunge, scratch}

Figure 21. The largest polysemy structure in Finnish 
wordnet. Lexical unit poistaa

Figure 22. The largest polysemy structure in Dutch wordnet. 
Lexical unit stofen
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1  {get, acquire}
2  {find, line up, come up, get hold}
3  {buy} – acquire by trade or sacrifice or 

exchange
4  {come upon, luck into, enter upon}
5  {pick up} – get in addition, as an 

increase
6  {earn, make, bring, realize, gain} 
7  {win, gain, acquire, obtain, …}
8  {get} – acquire as a result of some effort 

or action
9  {buy, purchase} – obtain by purchase
10  {come by, come into} – obtain, 

especially accidentally
11  {earn, garner} – acquire or deserve by 

one's efforts or actions
12  {obtain} – come into possession of
13  {source} – get (a product) from another 

country or business
14  {secure, procure} – get by special effort
15  {extract} – get despite difficulties or 

obstacles
16  {gain, derive, obtain}
11  {earn, garner} – acquire or deserve by 

one's efforts or actions
12  {obtain} – come into possession of
13  {source} – get (a product) from another 

country or business
14  {secure, procure} – get by special effort
15  {extract} – get despite difficulties or 

obstacles
16  {gain, derive, obtain}
17  {draw, reap}

Figure 23. The largest polysemy structure in Chinese 
wordnet. Lexical unit 㧧ᗇ
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Käesoleva uurimistöö eesmärk on tuvastada ja analüüsida maksimaalse suurusega 
polüseemiaklastreid veebilehelt Open Multilingual Wordnet välja valitud ühe-
teistkümne suurema wordnet’i semantilistest hierarhiatest. Polüseemiaklastrid on 
ekstraheeritud nii nimisõna kui ka verbi semantilistest hierarhiatest. Uurimuses 
keskendutakse sellistele semantilise hierarhia alamstruktuuridele, mis sisaldavad 
vaid vertikaalse polüseemia seoseid (s.o sellistele klastritele, mille tipud sisalda-
vad sama kirjapildiga sõnu). Peale maksimaalse suurusega klastrite käsitleme 
vertikaalse polüseemia seoste osakaalu hierarhiliste seoste hulgas ning sõnaliikide 
jaotust. Uuringu tulemused näitavad, et suured polüseemiaklastrid võivad viidata 
võimalikele probleemidele loomuliku keele masintöötlemise ülesannetes, nagu 
näiteks sõna tähenduse ebatäpne tuvastamine. Maksimaalse suurusega klastrite 
tuvastamiseks loodud algoritm on rakendatav ka neile wordnet’idele, mida selles 
töös ei käsitletud. Artiklis esitatud meetod on esimene samm suuremõõtmeliste 
polüseemiaklastrite analüüsis. Artikli autorid on seisukohal, et polüseemiaklastrid 
aitavad hinnata wordnet’ide semantiliste hierarhiate seisundit ja nende sobivust 
loomuliku masintöötlemise ülesannete lahendamise teadmusbaasina.
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